Rare variants and cardiovascular disease.
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a leading cause of mortality and morbidity in the Western world. Large genome-wide association studies (GWASs) of coronary artery disease, myocardial infarction, stroke and dilated cardiomyopathy have identified a number of common genetic variants with modest effects on disease risk. Similarly, studies of important modifiable risk factors of CVD have identified a large number of predominantly common variant associations, for example, with blood pressure and blood lipid levels. In each case, despite the often large numbers of loci identified, only a small proportion of the phenotypic variance is explained. It has been hypothesised that rare variants with large effects may account for some of the missing variance but large-scale studies of rare variation are in their infancy for cardiovascular traits and have yet to produce fruitful results. Studies of monogenic CVDs, inherited disorders believed to be entirely driven by individual rare mutations, have highlighted genes that play a key role in disease aetiology. In this review, we discuss how findings from studies of rare variants in monogenic disease and GWAS of predominantly common variants are converging to provide further insight into biological disease mechanisms.